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Abstract:
We present a fiber-coupled diamond-based single photon
system. Single nanodiamonds containing nitrogen vacancy defect centers
are deposited on a tapered fiber of 273 nanometer in diameter providing
a record-high number of 689,000 single photons per second from a defect
center in a single-mode fiber. The system can be cooled to cryogenic
temperatures and coupled evanescently to other nanophotonic structures,
such as microresonators. The system is suitable for integrated quantum
transmission experiments, two-photon interference, quantum-randomnumber generation and nano-magnetometry.
© 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (270.5585) Quantum information and processing; (060.1155) All-optical networks; (230.6080) Sources; (130.3120) Integrated optics devices.
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In recent years there has been an increasing effort to implement scalable integrated quantum
technologies [1, 2]. Besides miniaturized or fiber-coupled atom or ion traps [3, 4], promising
approaches rely on solid-state systems [5–7]. Single defect centers in diamond have been recognized as ideal building blocks for an integrated platform [8,9]. They provide optical stability,
even at room temperature, high emission rate of single photons [10–12], and a long electron
spin coherence time [13, 14]. Their capability of integration into photonic or plasmonic nanostrutures has been demonstrated in principle [15–18]. However, for basic quantum optical elements such as quantum logic gates [19] or single photon transistors [20], there exist challenging
benchmarks. Photons have to be generated with highest possible emission rate, they have to be
coupled efficiently to single-mode waveguides or fibers, and complex routing to connect various elements should be possible. Beyond quantum applications a robust integration and controlled optical access will introduce single defect centers as classical ultra-low intensity optical
switches or as local probes for microscopy [21,22] and magnetometry [23,24] on the nanoscale.
In this letter we report an ultra-bright fiber-coupled diamond based single photon source
where 689 ± 12 kcps of single photons are coupled directly to a single-mode fiber. In our experiment an integrated nanodiamond - tapered-fiber - system is presented, consisting of ultra-thin
single-mode tapered fibers with a diameter of down to 273 nm that were equipped with nanodiamonds smaller than 150 nm containing nitrogen vacancy centers (NVs). It has been theoretically predicted that single photons from atoms can be coupled to a tapered single-mode optical
fiber very efficiently when the diameter of the tapered fiber becomes a half of the wavelength of
the emitted photons [25]. Recently, we reported coupling of fluorescence light from a colloidal
quantum dot to a tapered fiber [26]. However, these dots suffer from significant blinking and
bleaching, and are not suitable as stable single photon sources or sensors. The presented system
uses for the first time a solid-state quantum emitter (single NV defect center) which is free from
these difficulties.
Tapered fibers were fabricated from standard single-mode optical fibers (Thorlabs, 630HP)
by a procedure described elsewhere [26]. The emission of either single or multiple NVs was
efficiently collected via the fiber mode and guided to the two ends of the fiber as schematically
shown in Fig. 1(a).
For the preparation of the single photon system, a dip-coating technique was developed that
allows for the controlled deposition of nanodiamonds. A small droplet of a suitable dense aqueous nanodiamond solution was given onto the facet of a thin glass rod with a diameter of about
1 mm, see Fig. 1(b). While measuring the transmission of a 640 nm laser through the fiber the
tapered fiber region was dipped into the solution. By moving the tapered fiber via a linear stage
along the fiber axis through the droplet, nanodiamonds were deposited. During deposition procedure the light scattered off deposited particles was monitored. In this way it was possible to
estimate the number of deposited particles as can be seen in Fig. 2(a). By in-situ measuring
the transmission of the fiber, overall scattering losses were evaluated. For example, controlled
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of a tapered fiber equipped with nanodiamonds, excited with a 532 nm
laser, single photons were collected either through the objective or the fiber ends. Tapered
fibers with diameters down to 273 nm were applied. 1 and 2 indicate fiber end one and
fiber end two, respectively. (b) Schematic of dip coating technique: A small droplet of an
aqueous nanodiamond solution was given onto the facet of a thin glass rod with a diameter
of about 1 mm. The tapered fiber was dipped into the solution. By moving the tapered fiber
via a linear stage along the fiber axis through the droplet, nanodiamonds were deposited.
This deposition was controlled by the laser scattering signal of the deposited nanoparticles
and allowed for controlling the deposition of an approximate number of scatterers.

depostion of 16 scatterers on a tapered fiber with a diameter of about 360 nm was performed,
while its transmission loss was only 4 %, a typical value for all examined tapered fibers.
To find and analyse deposited nanoparticles a microscope image of the tapered fiber was
taken. To make the particles optically visible red laser light was send through the fiber. At
the position of nanoparticles, parts of the guided light is scatterd and collected by the objective (NA = 0.8) of the microscope. Such an image, taken with a conventional CCD camera, is
depicted in Fig. 2(a), four scatterers can be seen. To identify single photon emitting defect centers, lateral x-y-intensity scans with a home-built confocal microscope featuring a multi-mode
fiber as pinhole (Thorlabs, 1550HP, core diameter ∼ 10 µ m) and a x-y-piezo scanner were performed, see Fig. 2(a). For excitation, a CW 532 nm laser was used, while the laser fluorescence
was blocked with two 565 nm long pass filters. Doing so, fluorescent particles as the NV were
identified. Such a scan is shown at the bottom panel of Fig. 2(a) where a single nanodiamond
containing multiple NVs is present. Both panels (top and bottom) in Fig. 2(a) depict the same
tapered fiber region. By comparing both images, fluorescent nanoparticles can be distinguished
from merely scattering ones.
First evidence for the fluorescence stemming indeed from NV centers can be retrieved from
spectral analysis. The black and the red graph in Fig. 2(b) show the fluorescence of the nanodiamond coupled to the fiber from Fig. 2(a) collected by the confocal microscope and by
one end of the fiber, respectively, when excited with 500 µ W . The spectrum collected by the
fiber appears red-shifted due to fiber background fluorescence and due to wavelength dependent transmission of the laser light filter stage. This free space filter stage with two aspherical
lenses for fiber in- and out-coupling shows high chromatic abberation. Therefore wavelengths
around 800 nm have a higher transmission than wavelengths around 600 nm. Nevertheless ZPLs
of the neutral and of the negatively charged NV can be identified in both spectra around 575 nm
and 637 nm, originating from several NVs. Fig. 2(c) shows a fluorescence spectrum of a single
NV excited with 500 µ W . The peaks in the spectra around 575 nm indicate a neutral NV. The
spectrum shows the emission collected by the confocal microscope and by one end of the fiber,
displayed with black and red graphs, respectively. The intensity of these peaks was used to normalize both spectra. The spectrum collected by the fiber was corrected by substraction of the
fiber fluorescence background.
A Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup was used to perform auto- and cross-correlation measurements [27]. Photon statistics can be derived from the normalized second-order autocorrelation
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Fig. 2. (a) Top: Microscope picture of a 40 µ m long tapered fiber section. Laser is guided
through the fiber. The scattered light from four scatterers is visible. Bottom: x-y-intensity
scan of the same region. While the tapered fiber is scanned, 532 nm laser light is focused
on the tapered fiber. The laser is blocked with a 565 nm long pass filter before the detection of fluorescence > 565 nm. One of the four scatterers contains several nitrogen vacancy
centers. (b) Spectrum of the fluorescence of the light emitter depicted in the lower panel
of Fig. 2(a) at excitation intensity of 500 µ W. Several nitrogen vacancy centers contribute
to the emission. Clearly visible are the zero phonon lines of the neutral (575 nm) and the
negatively charged (637 nm) centers. (c) Spectrum of the fluorescence of a single neutral nitrogen vacancy center excited with 500 µ W, normalized to the zero phonon line at 575 nm.
The black and red line in (b) and (c) represent the fluorescence collected via an air objective and via one end of the fiber, respectively. The red spectra appear redshifted due to
chromatic dependence of the fiber filter stage transmission.
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized auto-correlation function of the same single NV center as in Fig.
2(c). Light was collected via the air objective (see Fig. 1(a)). A deep anti-bunching dip
g(2) (0) = 0.11 is visible. According to the spectrum in Fig. 2(c) this correlation measurement confirms a single neutral NV defect center as single photon source. (b) Crosscorrelation measurement for fiber end one with the photons collected via the objective
(see Fig. 1(a)). g(2) (0) = 0.29 proves single photon statistics for the fiber coupled light. For
an equivalent measuremtent for fiber end two g(2) (0) was 0.29 (not displayed for redundance). (c) Cross-correlation measurements between the two fiber ends. The anti-bunching
dip g(2) (0) = 0.61 is slightly higher than 0.5, yet indicating strong quantum character of
the light. The correlation functions in (a), (b), (c) were taken at excitation intensities of
450 µ W, 500 µ W and 400 µ W, respectively.
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function
g(2) (τ ) =

hI(t) I(t + τ )i
.
hI(t)i2

In Fig. 3(a) the auto-correlation function of the same NV as depicted in Fig. 2(c) is displayed.
The data in Fig. 3(a) was collected via the confocal microscope. A deep anti-bunching dip
g(2) (0) = 0.11 < 0.5 is visible. This proves, that the collected light originates from a single
photon emitter, in this case from a single neutral NV, in reference to the spectrum in Fig. 2(c).
For both fiber ends cross-correlation measurements with the photons collected via the objective
were performed (see Fig. 3(b)). g(2) (0) = 0.29 and g(2) (0) = 0.29 for fiber end one and fiber
end two (not shown here, see Fig. 1(a)), respectively. This clearly proves that the photon flux
in the fiber is from a single light emitter even in the cross correlation measurement. The less
pronounced dip indicates higher background fluorescence generated mainly in the tapered fiber
region. This background has stronger influence on the cross-correlation measurements taken
between the two fiber ends as it is present in both channels of the HBT setup Fig. 3(c). Therefore
the anti-bunching dip g(2) (0) = 0.61 is slightly higher than 0.5, yet indicating strong quantum
character of the light. All correlation measurements were performed while blocking the laser
light with a 565 nm long-pass filter.
To estimate the total amount of single photons coupled from the NV emission into the singlemode fiber, saturation measurements and setup efficiency analysis were carried. For saturation
measurements, detected photon events were recorded at different excitation intensities. Fitting
to the experimental curves was done according to R(I) = IRSatInf+II +(α )I + β , where R is the single
photon count rate, RInf the count rate at infinite excitation intensities, I the excitation intensity,
ISat the saturation excitation intensity, while α and β are fit parameters for linear background
stemming from the diamond and tapered fiber and additional background such as dark counts
from the avalanche photo diodes (APD) and residual stray light, respectively.
For the same neutral NV as in Fig. 2(c), this analysis reveals 74 ± 2 kcps, 104 ± 1 kcps and
107 ± 3 kcps for collection via the objective, fiber end one and fiber end two, respectively (see
Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 4). In total 211 ± 3 kcps single-mode single photons originating from the
fiber were measured. The efficiencies to detect such a fiber coupled single photon was limited
by the transmission of the filter stages and the quantum efficiency of the APDs (taken from
APD datasheets). These efficiencies were determined to ν = 0.33 for emission from fiber end
one and ν = 0.29 for fiber end two (see Fig. 1(a)). Taking these efficiencies into consideration, a
total number of (689±12)·103 single photons are coupled to the single-mode fiber at saturation
intensities. This is to our knowledge the highest reported number of single-mode fiber coupled
single photons originating from an NV in diamond. This number corresponds to an estimated
nearfield coupling efficiency of 1.7 %, assuming an internal NV quantum efficiency of one [28]
and using a lifetime of 25 ns [29] for a nanodiamond (690000 · 25 ns = 1.7 %). We would like
to point out that sending all collected photons to one end of the fiber is straightforward, e.g., by
adding a fiber Bragg grating mirror to the other side [26].
Despite the presented advantages, some drawbacks of the tapered fiber system have to be
pointed out. The tapered fiber is very sensitive to any kind of particle deposition for example
caused by dust from normal air environments where its transmission degrades within minutes.
Therefore the tapered fiber has to be operated in a clean-room environment of at least class
1000 [30]. If operated in a class 10 environment, transmission endures for months as was tested
within our clean-room facilities. Background fluorescence plays a major role when working
in the regime of single photons. Another possible difficulty may be the fiber background fluorescence originating from fiber coupled excitation laser light could not always be neglected.
At 1 mW excitation, a typical NV excitation power for our setup, 10 nW are coupled to the
fiber and cause background in the orders of magnitude of 103 to 104 kcps. To overcome this
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Fig. 4. (a,b,c) Saturation measurements of the NV from Fig. 2(c). Fitting (red solid lines)
was done according to text. This analysis reveals (a) 74 ± 2 kcps, (b) 104 ± 1 kcps and (c)
107 ± 3 kcps for collection via the objective, fiber end one and fiber end two, respectively
(see Fig. 1(a)). In total 211 ± 3 kcps single-mode single photons from the fiber were measured. The efficiencies to measure a single photon from the tapered region are ν = 0.33
for emission from fiber end one and ν = 0.29 for fiber end two. Taking these efficiencies
into consideration, a total number of (689 ± 12) · 103 single photons are coupled to the
single-mode fiber at saturation intensities.

problem, we have found that reduction of the fluorescence can be achieved with a bleaching
method. About 100 µ W 532 nm laser light was guided for several minuntes up to several ten
minutes through the fiber to the tapered region. By doing so, background was reduced one or
two orders of magnitude. Over a time period of ten minutes, part of the fluorescence recovered.
When we adopted this bleaching method, we were able to obtain g(2) (0) = 0.28 for an NV center, taken several ten minutes after bleaching. Note also, that the coupling efficiency of the laser
pump to the tapered fiber mode can be controlled by the laser polarization. By changing the excitation laser light from circular to linear polarization and by appropriate rotation, background
could be reduced by a factor of up to six.
The correlation measurement shown in Fig. 3(c) already demonstrates that the tapered fiber
represents a beam splitter. In order to quantify the branching ratio we quantitatively evaluated
fluorescence spectra taken from a single nanodiamond at both fiber ends, see Fig. 5. We found
a splitting ratio of 56:44. Such an integrated nearly 50:50 beamsplitter can be exploited for
the realization of a quantum number generator [31, 32] or for generation of indistinguishable
photons for a Hong-Ou-Mandel interference experiment [33]. Such an experiment with NVs
has been shown for bulk diamond [34], but not yet for nanocrystals as it is more challenging
to find lifetime limited emitters with slow spectral diffusion [35]. For the latter experiment a
pulsed excitation with the tapered fiber at low temperatures (appr. 4 K) and a length difference
of the two fiber ends matching the time difference between repeated excitation events can be
used [36]. Indeed, we have successfully cooled a tapered fiber with a diameter of 300 nm to 7 K
using our home-built cryostat system (results not shown) [30].
Moreover, the NV center - tapered fiber system can be mounted on a piezo translation stage
and used as a nanoprobe [37]. In this way the NV center on the tapered fiber can be coupled
evanescently to microresonators in order to enhance the spontaneous emission rate [37,38] or to
locally probe the magnetic field via the NV center’s electron spin [23]. Finally, the tapered fiber
system as opposed to other fiber-coupling architectures, e. g. end-facet coupling [18], allows for
measurements in transmission. This is a requirement for the implementation of single photon
nonlinearities [39], single photon transistors [40] or quantum phase gates [41, 42].
In summary, a new diamond based single photon system was presented. Up to 689,000 single
photons from a nitrogen vacancy defect center in nanodiamonds are coupled to a single-mode
fiber at saturation intensities. With the additional ability of cryogenic operation and evanescent
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Fig. 5. (a) Spectra of several NVs from a single nanodiamond measured via fiber end one
and fiber end two (see Fig. 1(a)), depicted with a black and a red line, respectively. The
integrated intensities have a ratio of 56:44. Blue arrows indicate the zero phonon lines of
neutral (575 nm) and negatively charged (637 nm) centers.

coupling to other nanophotonic structures our system represents a flexible tool for integrated
quantum technology and nanophotonics.
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